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Milos

Milos is a global manufacturer of truss products and 
structural solutions that have the flexibility to change 
and adapt to required conditions. Their dynamic 
product line fits with your current truss inventory 
thanks to unequalled compatibility with connection 
systems from the most popular manufacturers. 
Maximum value for money helps you you build your 
business while Milos keeps pace with your evolving 
demands.

Largest truss
manufacturer
the globe over
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M222

The lightweight and compact transport / 
storage size of the M222 system makes it the 
perfect choice for your retail / trade show 
display booths and decorative applications.

M290

The M290 system is a mid-sized stage truss 
line for both small and large applications. The 
M290 offers excellent spanning and weight 
loading for your structures, while providing 
a decorative touch.

M390

The medium duty M390 truss series is perfect 
for substantial spans and booth designs that 
include concert stages, larger exhibit displays 
or any other types of indoor / outdoor stages.

M400

The M400 truss series has been specifically 
designed for heavy-duty applications and is 
especially suited for the truss stage and rental 
markets. 

M290 × 390

This rectangular truss combines the strength 
of M390 Quatro truss but saves 25% space 
and has better possibilities for rigging.

M760

High capacity truss with super-sized conical 
connections for maximum rigidity. Designed 
for larger projects that require heavy-duty 
specifications with extended free-spans and 
loadings.

M520

M520 is a high-capacity truss system 
that’s a preferred choice for outdoor stages, 
concert stages or podiums.

M950

M950 super high capacity truss is for your 
temporary or permanent installations that 
require maximum loading specifications  
and free-span characteristics.

M100

Your light duty projects will benefit with 
the style and easy setup this pipe & drape 
solution provides.

Engineered to provide
the support you need
Truss is the backbone of event installations and projects.  
It must adapt to many different spaces, ground conditions 
and support loads. That’s why Milos truss has been engineered 
and constructed to effectively handle the wide range of 
challenges industry professionals encounter, while providing 
the consistent reliability they require. For more than 20 years, 
industry professionals have relied on Milos truss. From its solid 
conical connectors and tapered pins to reduced assembly / 
breakdown time, Milos truss “works better”.

Truss1
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Andy Warhol Exhibition
Azerbaijan
Realization by HS Service GmbH 
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Prolight & Sound
Germany
Realization by Area Four Industries
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Ultra Music Festival
Slovenia / Croatia
Realization by KSS Janez Kosir s.p.
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Sommerkonserten
Bergen Festival
Norway
Realization by AVAB Bergen
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Academy of Fine Arts In Lodz
Poland
Realization by LTT Sp. z o.o.
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Slingshot Ninja 
Training Course!
USA
Realization by Slingshot Entertainment
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How is Milos truss welded
to ensure I receive long-term
safety, reliability and durability?

Welds are the most important component on truss. That's why Milos only  
carries out TIG welding on its truss. TIG is the highest quality welding process  
for aluminum and is always performed by ISO 9606.2 certified welders.



Tent

The Milos MDT1 is a quick and easy party 
tent solution that provides a safe and dry 
environment for your outdoor events.

Sloping

From music festivals to outdoor conventions, 
MRO Roofs are a cost effective solution for 
temporary roofing.

Arched

Milos arched roofs can accommodate small 
bands and street festivals to mega events. 
Their special arched and mega-arched 
aluminum roof gives them a dynamic look, 
while allowing water to easily drain from  
the canopy.

Saddle

The professional’s choice of temporary saddle 
roofs for a wide range of small to mega 
temporary events. Their sloping roof gives 
them a dynamic look, while contributing to 
efficient water drainage from the canopy.

BAT

An iconic BAT Roof structure for medium to 
large temporary events. Supplied with internal 
wind bracing wires & connection accessories. 
Special cross-tensioned tower masts require 
no external plant for assembly. Roof includes 
a backstage area.

Kedder

Temporary roofs with easy to install, low 
profile Keder canopy and versatile horizontal 
truss grid layout for extended event rigging 
solutions.

Pitched

Milos pitched roofs are the largest in the 
Milos MR range and create a huge concert 
stage area that can accommodate the biggest 
and most demanding events.

We have your small to mid-sized
outdoor events covered
Milos roofs have been designed to safely cover your events  
in more than one way. Of course, they protect performers and  
on-stage equipment from the elements, but they also provide high 
load carrying capacities, user-friendly build-up / tear down and 
compact storage. Their wide range of profiles can be tailored to  
fit your space and help achieve the atmosphere you require.

Roofs2
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16 × 12 m BAT Roof
Russia
Realization by Sofit Light
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12 × 10 m MR2 Roof 
United Kingdom
Realization by DHE Productions
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Roofs22 × 16 m BAT Roof
Thailand
Realization by AV Group
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A. R. Rahman's 
‘Nenje Ezhu Tour’
India
Realization by Men At Work Stagecraft Management Pvt. Ltd.
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18 × 12 m BAT Roof
Thailand
Realization by AV Group
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18 × 16 m MR5 Roof
Norway
Realization by Bright Norway AS 
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Do Milos products meet 
the stringent needs of professionals?

All Milos products go through a trial by fire before you ever receive them. From 
their inception as premium raw alumina, to refinement into high quality aluminum, 
to formation into tight tolerance tubes and bars, to all the precise cutting and 
TIG welding that's necessary to create their final form, Milos products are 
manufactured by professionals for professionals. The quality you require and safety 
you can trust.



Standard module

A lightweight, modular crowd control system 
with rigid construction that complies with  
the highest safety standards.

Adjustable corner module

All space requirements are covered thanks 
to this versatile corner that adjusts to a wide 
range of angles. 

Gate access module

A secure gate module that allows easy access 
in and out of restricted areas.

Cable Access module

A specially designed module that provides 
a safe way of laying and protecting cables, 
hoses and ducts.

Scissor leg stage

A high-tech platform system for indoor and 
outdoor (water resistant) use. It's a portable 
stage that’s easy to use, easy to store and 
easy to transport.

Scaffold stage

Your concert stage will reach the sky with 
Milos scaffold stages, which have been 
designed and developed to reach heights up 
to 2.5 meters and provide stability for loads 
up to 750 kg/sq.m (153.61 lbs/sq.f).

Plug-in leg stage

An extremely versatile and heavy-duty 
platform system that enables you to 
construct large stages in almost any 
configuration imaginable. 

Built for the comfort and
convenience of both you and
the audience
Milos barriers have been designed to not only provide you with 
simple setup and reduced storage requirements but also deliver 
safety and comfort for the audience.

Barriers

Put your performers 
on solid ground
Milos stage systems are the choice of professionals due to their 
modular and portable construction. They are height adjustable, 
stable, easy to construct and have reduced storage / transport 
dimensions. Made from high quality extruded aluminum, they  
are strong and extremely durable.

Stages

3
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Lollapalooza Festival
Germany
Realization by Colour Sound Experiment
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Makkah Awards ceremony
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Realization by Bright Star – Jeddah
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Smetana Hall
Municipal House
Czech Republic
Realization by POLYMEDIA s.r.o.
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Icepeak Conference
Finland
Realized by Icepeak
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Icepeak Conference
Finland
Realized by Icepeak
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What type of aluminum is Milos truss 
made from and what finishes / colors
are available?

Milos truss is made from high quality EN AW–6082–T6 aluminum and is available  
in various diameters. It comes standard with a mill finish but can also be ordered  
in a polished finish and in a wide variety of powder coat colors.



Tensioning Straps

Steel Wire Ropes

Safety Ropes

Rain Jacket

Tool Lanyards

Shackles

T-shirt

Rigger's Multi-tool

Turnbuckle

Baseball Cap

Everything you need for
safe and secure rigging
The Milos range of rigging accessories offers a comprehensive 
selection of parts to complement our roof & tower systems.  
Wire kits, shackles and mallets assure the simple, safe and  
secure use of Milos products.

Accessories4
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